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THE FIRM OF Touche, Niven, Bailey & Smart from its beginning has been actively interested in searching out and developing 
new ideas in the fields of auditing, tax, and management services. 
Some of the ideas which have been pursued in management services 
will be reviewed here. 
Several years ago, Robert M. Trueblood of the 
Pittsburgh Office began, in conjunction with Car-
negie Institute of Technology, a thorough and 
comprehensive study of various applications of 
statistical sampling to accounting and auditing. 
Mr. Trueblood and his associates have written 
many articles, including three in the Quarterly 
Review, setting forth the results of their work. 
A book on this subject will be published later 
this year coauthored by Mr. Trueblood and 
Richard M. Cyert of Carnegie Institute of Technology. A little 
later the firm looked into the use of mathematical methods in 
business problems generally. One of the most important initial 
projects in this field was the application of the techniques of linear 
programming to production scheduling and to the development of 
long-range sales policy for the Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Company, 
a Milwaukee client. 
The firm's interest in continuously improving the level of its 
services in all respects, and particularly its interest in the application 
of scientific methods to assist in the determination of business 
problems and as a tool in their solution, led to the formalization 
of this type of activity through the establishment in 1955 of the 
Management Sciences Research Department. The objectives of 
this department are to carry out research in support of the activities 
of the firm, especially management services, and to supplement the 
knowledge already present in the firm's staff. This department is 
attached to the Executive Office and is a service for the entire firm. 
Since the department was organized, a long-range research 
program has been established together with a permanent staff 
having a thorough background in those fields pertinent to the 
management sciences, such as applied mathematics, the physical 
sciences, and operations research. 
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The research program consists of three broad areas of activity: 
research, consultation, and education. The research activity proper 
involves the execution of carefully selected research projects, whose 
solutions will contribute significantly to the progress of our firm. 
Consultation is the aid provided to the firm's partners and staff in 
dealing with specific client problems. Education of partners and 
staff and our clients about the activities of this department is 
essential if the firm is to realize the full benefits of the work of this 
department. The value of the research department can only be 
realized if the results of our research work are understood and put 
into practice. Further remarks on these three areas of activity 
follow. 
R E S E A R C H 
As can well be imagined, there are many fields of interest to the 
firm on which research effort might be expended. With a limited 
amount of manpower available, our problem was to select those 
specific projects into which our manpower could most usefully be 
expended. We selected four projects. 
The first project was the review of new developments in the 
management sciences field. Certain special technical topics will be 
reviewed on a continuous basis. (Examples of these topics are linear 
programming, the mathematical theories of inventory and pro-
duction control, queueing theory, game theory, and simulation 
through Monte Carlo techniques.* ) All major publications pertinent 
to the management sciences such as Management Science and 
Operations Research are reviewed and, when appropriate, their 
contents will be called to the attention of or summarized for others 
within the firm. The management sciences field is evolving at such 
a rapid rate that it is becoming increasingly important to develop an 
orderly and systematic method for keeping abreast of the latest 
developments, analyzing these developments from our particular 
point of view, and transferring this information to partners and 
staff. Continuous review of new developments is required to be 
sure that the research department will be in a position to provide 
expert consultative aid when necessary. 
Much of what has been going on in the management sciences 
field in recent years has centered around mathematical methods, 
techniques, and theories. This is an important aspect of the man-
* EDITORS' NOTE : There was a short discussion of linear programming in Mr. Crane's 
article which appeared in the May 1956 issue of the Quarterly Review. The section 
in the Quarterly Review "Your Librarian Suggests" has included recommended 
reading on management sciences — see especially August 1955 and May 1956 issues. 
Another article recommended is "Capital Budgeting and Game Theory" by Edward 
G. Bennion, p. 115 of the November-December 1956 Harvard  Business Review. 
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agement sciences, and the project just mentioned is designed to 
keep us abreast of this field. Another aspect of this field, and one 
which may be more directly of value to our firm, is that of 
developing techniques and prinicples that apply to business 
operations. Without adequate facts about business problems and 
knowledge of the applicable principles, the mathematical methods 
can do more harm than good. As one experimental physicist once 
remarked, "The mathematics puts nothing into a problem that was 
not there before." Of course it can help extract information which 
would be impossible or impractical to obtain in any other way. 
Furthermore, the very process of applying these new techniques 
and measuring their effect on industry is subject to careful research. 
To contribute to the development of new techniques and to 
study the problem of applying them to industry, a second major 
project on application and measurement was selected. This project 
will involve continuing analyses of actual client problems from  the 
research point of  view. Most of this research can be done on 
projects requested by clients although in some instances projects 
may be established to supplement the normal client work. 
For example, a fairly long-range research program is planned 
with a carefully selected client. Over a long period of time the 
client will test certain changes in operations based on our analysis 
and the results will be measured to determine the validity of 
theoretical hypotheses very much as a physicist or biologist might 
conduct his experiments. To date there have been very few projects 
of this type carried out in the business field by management 
scientists, and it is hoped that we will be able to obtain informa-
tion which will be of value to us in working with many clients 
and at the same time be a major contribution to the field of 
management science. 
The third major project of the research department is an explora-
tory study on management control. The purpose of this project 
is to develop mathematical methods (mathematical models) of 
describing management problems and to apply these mathematical 
methods as control devices and techniques in business. It is being 
carried out in Pittsburgh in conjunction with Mr. Trueblood and 
the Carnegie Institute of Technology. Several working conferences 
have been held by this group, and it is expected that these working 
conferences will continue to be held periodically in the future. This 
is a fundamental research project; it is to be anticipated that its 
practical results are likely to be significant, but it may be some 
time before they are achieved. 
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The fourth major research project is on electronic data processing. 
It is important for the firm to keep fully aware of both the 
immediate and the long-range impact on business of the advent of 
the electronic data processing machines. It has been stated repeatedly 
in various articles that electronic data processing presents a capa-
bility for business of such magnitude that business will be many 
years learning how to realize anything approaching its full potential. 
We will follow carefully new developments in this field as they are 
related to business and attempt to contribute in some measure to 
advancing the proper use of these machines and to developing 
adequate measures of their value to business. Discussions of these 
computers and their use may be found in many sources, including 
several articles which have appeared in the Quarterly Review. 
We are participating in a series of informal seminars with a 
small group, including representatives of a computer producer, a 
business school, and a large manufacturer. Gregory M. Boni of 
our New York Office and Paul E. Hamman of Detroit, who partici-
pate in these seminars, have already developed certain original 
ideas about the description and evaluation of electronic data process-
ing machines in terms of business problems. It is hoped that this 
project will develop a way of assisting our clients to form a better 
understanding of their own operations and develop objective 
criteria for determining the desirability and method of their 
entering the electronic data processing field. 
C O N S U L T A T I O N 
The research department is consulting with the Pittsburgh Office 
in an electronics application project for the National Supply Com-
pany in Pittsburgh. This application of electronic data processing 
is for the control of inventory in an extensive number of stores 
of the National Supply Company. The firm's role in this project 
is that of a consultant from the viewpoint of both operations 
research and accounting. 
Other client projects in which the research department has been 
actively involved as consultants to the management services staff 
include a comprehensive analysis of the operations of the Mead 
Corporation, a client of the Dayton Office, and the development 
of an analytic method for determining the size and location of 
substations for the United Parcel Service of America, Inc. Limited 
assistance has been provided on special projects with the Burndy 
Corporation (New York Office), Nekoosa-Edwards (Milwaukee 
Office), and others. 
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The Mead Corporation project is a long-range one. To solve 
this problem, a mathematical model of the major operations of a 
paper mill was developed. The purpose of this mathematical model 
(as for any model) is to provide a practical technique which can 
be used to explore and evaluate alternative ways of operating the 
mill. Proposed changes in the operation of the plant then can be 
evaluated and, where desirable, adopted. We hope eventually that 
it will be possible to develop a sufficiently simple description of 
the operation of the Mead Corporation to program this description 
on a large-scale computer. The primary responsibility for the 
Mead project rests with the management services staff of the 
Dayton Office with some assistance from Detroit, and they will 
continue with the project through to ultimate implementation of 
the results. The development of a model has been substantially 
completed for one mill and the results successfully presented to 
the Mead management. The next phase of this project, testing and 
applying the model to the company, has been approved by the 
company and is under way. 
The United Parcel Service project is a somewhat more specific 
problem than the Mead project. On the United Parcel Service 
project, the research department has worked with management 
services in developing a mathematical description of certain major 
factors affecting the distribution of small packages throughout an 
urban area and a procedure for calculating such quantities as the 
optimum number and location of stations, the areas that can best 
be served by each station, and the size of these stations. One of the 
objectives of this project has been to assist United Parcel Service 
in the development of a full appreciation of what operations 
research can do for them and, consequently, a number of meetings 
have been held with representatives of United Parcel Service. The 
first phase of this project also has been substantially completed 
and the results successfully presented to UPS management. Further 
related work may result as UPS goes on to develop a way, of deter-
mining rapidly and inexpensively the optimum size and location 
of stations for any city in the United States in which United Parcel 
Service is operating or is interested in introducing its services and 
undertakes additional operations research projects. 
The Burndy project involved the review of special mathematical 
formulae developed by their planning department for use in inven-




E D U C A T I O N 
The Management Sciences Research Department aims at impart-
ing to the partners and staff certain basic knowledge and skills. 
It is not intended to attempt to develop mathematicians or oper-
ations research experts, but rather to impart those skills which 
readily can be understood and put into practice and to develop 
the ability to discuss intelligently with the client the work of this 
department. Some effort already has been spent achieving these 
objectives. 
Presentations of some of the activities of the research depart-
ment were made at each of the regional meetings last year and 
certain fundamental concepts of major importance in management 
science were discussed. An article on operations research was 
included in a recent issue of the Quarterly Review. Frequent 
personal discussions with representatives of the various offices of 
the firm is another means of education, and the research depart-
ment has worked closely with the management services staff on 
specific projects for clients, as mentioned above. 
Outside educational activities of the research department have 
occupied a considerable amount of time to date. We have been 
active in various ways with such national organizations as the 
American Management Association, the Institute of Management 
Sciences, the Society for the Advancement of Management, the 
Operations Research Society of America, the Controller's Institute, 
the American Institute of Industrial Engineers, and the Society of 
Industrial and Applied Mathematics. Presentations and articles have 
been given to or published in the journals of some of the above 
societies as well as others also of national importance. Lectures 
have been given at the University of Michigan, Cornell University, 
and the University of California at Los Angeles. A number of 
special presentations have been made to clients to acquaint them 
with the firm's expanding interests and capabilities. 
S U M M A R Y 
The Management Sciences Research Department, as is the 
entire concept of the application of scientific method to business 
problems, still is relatively new. There is little doubt, however, 
that both the application of scientific methods to business problems 
and the incorporation of a research group in our firm can and will 
contribute significantly to the future growth of Touche, Niven, 
Bailey & Smart. It is important to remember that the research 
department itself is only a service to the rest of the firm. 
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The enthusiasts declare that in twenty-five  years most 
managerial decisions will be made by statistical pro-
cedures. The skeptics counter with the thought that, 
if  the time ever comes when management judgment 
is no longer at a premium, all business will run along 
at a humdrum level. And they point out that in such 
event, while there may be fewer  failures,  there will 
be fewer  successes. . . . 
The advantage of  Statistical Decision Making is not 
that it actually makes decisions. Someone still has to 
set the objectives. Someone still has to decide whether 
the answer that is produced should be translated into 
action. Thus, there may be market reasons why one 
warehouse can be understocked and another should 
carry surplus for  contingencies or labor reasons why 
certain machines ought not to be scheduled for  two 
shifts,  or tax reasons why building a new plant should 
be postponed to next year when the outlay would 
be greater — reasons only in the judgment of  manage-
ment. . . . 
What  all the new statistical tools do provide — or 
should provide — is a clearer picture of  the odds 
against or for  a particular move, so it can be made 
or not made with eyes open to what is involved 
in the form  both of  rewards and of  consequences. 
And, if  the decision is to go ahead and make the move, 
then it can be done with more intelligent attention 
to what is needed to bring it off  successfully.  That is 
quite a different  thing from  letting the statistics 
dictate the decisions. 
"The New Techniques of Statistical Decision Mak-
ing," ACME REPORTER, Jan. 1955. New York, Associa-
tion of Consulting Management Engineers, Inc. 
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